
Part 1A
EVIDENCE



Mrs. Smart: 
Welcome to our lesson.  When you read there are vocabulary that are important to 
help us comprehend, or understand, what we read. We will study those words to help 
us become better readers. We have many activities to learn and practice vocabulary.  
Try your best!

Today’s word is EVIDENCE. Let’s get started on today’s word!!…
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Mrs. Smart:  
Get ready my Vocabulators! It’s time for our Vocabulary Search! Watch me type our 
vocabulary word into my internet search bar.  Then we will add our vocabulary word 
to our vocabulary log and search to learn the definition of our word. Ready?  Let’s go!
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Mrs. Smart:
It’s time to search for our new word…EVIDENCE. 

Look at the word as I spell it! 

3



e

4



v

5



i

6



d

7



e

8



n

9



c
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Mrs. Smart:
…e.

This is the word evidence.

You say it…evidence. Did you say it? Say it again… I want to hear you this time!
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Mrs. Smart:
Let’s add our new word, EVIDENCE, to the Vocabulary Log. Find your purple 
vocabulary log and a pencil. Pause this video if you need to go get them. 
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Mrs. Smart:
Here is our vocabulary log. 
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Mrs. Smart:
Write evidence in the next available space as I spell it….e-v-i-d-e-n-c-e  evidence
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Mrs. Smart:
Let’s learn the definition of evidence.
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Mrs. Smart:
This is what the definition of evidence looks like in the dictionary. 

The definition of evidence is (pause) “words in the story that back up my answer.”

Let’s look at the definition and find the important words. 

16



Mrs. Smart:
Evidence is WORDS in the story that back up my answer.

“words” is an important words in the definition, so I underlined it. 

17



Mrs. Smart:
Evidence is words in the story that BACK UP MY ANSWER.

So I underlined the important words BACK UP MY ANSWER.

Read the definition for evidence with me, you say it too! Words in the story that back 
up my answer. 

18



Mrs. Smart:
We underlined (pause) WORDS (pause) in the definition for evidence. Let’s write 
WORDS on the log.
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Mrs. Smart:
We also underlined the words BACK UP MY ANSWER. Let’s write BACK UP MY 
ANSWER on the log.

20



21



Instructional Trial T.1
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Mrs. Smart:
Now l will search the internet for some illustrations of our word  (pause) evidence. 

23



Mrs. Smart:
Look at all of these illustrations of evidence!  In some you see a detective looking for 
evidence.  The kind of evidence we are talking about are words in a story. Do you see 
the illustration of a person looking for evidence in a book?  Let’s learn more. 

Photos: Shutterstock 17180515 (pointing at text):
Cat & Dog with magnifying glasses: 
http://www.newton.lib.ia.us/images/prog/2007prog/detlarue/view
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Mrs. Smart:
This is my favorite illustration of evidence. What do you see in this picture?   I see a 
magnifying glass over a book.  This picture makes me think about looking for words in 
a story that back up my answer. This picture makes me think of evidence. Remember 
that evidence in a story is the words in the story you can use to back-up your answer 
and show your answer is true. So if a teacher asks you to answer a question about a 
story, you can back up your answer with the evidence in the story. If you have a good 
answer, you know there has to be evidence in the story to back it up! When you have 
an idea about a story, you look for words in the story that agree with your idea. Those 
words in the story that match your idea are evidence. Now, I am going ask our 
vocabulary friend Evy to show us exactly what evidence looks like in a story. 

25
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Evy:
Hey Mrs. Smart, it’s me, Evy! I would love to show everyone what evidence looks like 
in a story. 
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Evy:
Let me show you how evidence works. This is a story Mrs. Smart gave me to read in 
class last week. Follow along as I read it. 

[Evy read’s passage].
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Evy:
After I read the story in class, Mrs. Smart gave me a worksheet with this question 

[Evy read’s question]. 

29



Evy. 
Then I remembered this evidence from the story when Kahlil put in his swimmer’s 
earplugs that I could use in my answer.

30



Evy:
Then I wrote my answer…. [Evy reads answer as it appears]

31



[Evy reads answer as it appears]

32



[Evy reads answer as it appears]

33



[Evy reads answer as it appears]

34



[Evy reads answer as it appears]
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Evy:
I used evidence from the story in my answer. When I said that…..
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Evy:
“he put in swimmer’s earplugs”, I was using evidence in my answer that shows my 
answer is true. Those are words from the story that back up my answer. 

37



Evy:
See! Those same word are here in the story. These words from the story that back up 
my answer! This is my 

38



Evy:
… EVIDENCE! Mrs. Smart, I am so awesome at using evidence! 

39



Mrs. Smart: 
Evy, you are awesome! You did a great job showing us what evidence is in a story! 
And remember, when we talk about evidence, we are always talking about words in a 
story….

40



Mrs. Smart: 
Not evidence like police and detectives use. The police might use these footprints as 
evidence to solve a crime, but….that’s a different kind of evidence.

Photo  - shutterstock 80519149
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Mrs. Smart: 
Just remember, as a super vocabulator, when I talk about evidence, I am always 
talking the words in a STORY that back up my answer!

42



Instructional Trial T.1
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Mrs. Smart: 
Now we will learn even more about our vocabulary word.  Get ready, fellow 
Vocabulators! It’s MY TURN to practice our vocabulary word.
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Mrs. Smart:
Look at this picture of evidence.
This picture shows us words, they are the words in this story that back up the boy’s 
answer.  The evidence is the words on this page that he is pointing to in the story. He 
needed to find these words to show his teacher because they back up his answer. 
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Mrs. Smart: 
Are you ready?!? It’s YOUR TURN to practice our vocabulary word.

46



47



Evy:
Hey Mrs. Smart, it’s me, your favorite vocabulator again, Evy! I wrote a story I want to 
share with you. Don’t worry. It’s not about me! Not everything I do is about me! I am 
not that self absorbed! This is a story I wrote about….. 

48



Evy:
A girl named IVY, see it’s about IVY, not Evy, it’s not about me at all. The story is called 
“IIIIIIvy is the greatest”. Let me read it to you. Follow along….Once upon a time there 
was a fabulous girl named IVY. She lived in a far away land called IIIIvyville. She was 
the greatest girl in all of Ivyville. She was the greatest because she was super smart 
and always got an A+ on her report card. She was the greatest because she told all 
the funniest jokes. She was the greatest because prettiest smile. Everyone loved Ivy!  
The end. Isn’t that a good story about that pretend girl named Ivy? There is so much 
evidence in the story about why Ivy is the greatest! Let me show you….
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Evy:
Ivy is the greatest because she….WAS SUPER SMART AND ALWAYS GOT AN A+ ON 
HER REPORT CARD. Huh, that’s funny, I always get A+s too… well, lots of times I do, 
well, you know… In my imagination I do. Ok, back to IVY, there is more evidence in 
this story about why she is the greatest….
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Evy:
She told all the funniest jokes. Huh, I tell really funny jokes too, just like IVY! Ivy really 
does sound like the greatest! I can’t believe it, but I see even more evidence that Ivy 
is the greatest!
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Evy:
Look at this evidence from the story… she had the preeeeetiest smile. Huh, Ivy has a 
pretty smile just like me… well, anyway, like I said, this story has aaaaaaaaaall sorts 
of…………. 

52



Evy:
EVIDENCE about why IVY is the greatest. That’s all Mrs. Smart. I know how you like 
me to show you evidence in the story to back up my answers so I just wanted to show 
you this evidence from my newest story!
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Mrs. Smart: 
It is time to play Which Doesn’t Belong!  In this game, we will look at some words and
find the ones that don’t belong.
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Mrs. Smart:
Your job is to read all of the word boxes at the bottom of the screen and find the ones 
that belong together and put them under the side above that says “evidence” and to 
find all of the word boxes that do not belong and put them on the side that says 
“doesn’t belong”. 

Think of the words that are important to the meaning of evidence.  Look at the words 
in the boxes.  Let’s see if the words belong to our word evidence or if the words don’t 
belong to our word evidence. 
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Mrs. Smart:
Let’s do the first one together…..Questions. 

Now I need to decide if this is a box that belongs with the word evidence or if it 
doesn’t belong to evidence.

Evidence is words in the STORY, not a question! So questions doesn’t belong
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Mrs. Smart:
I will put that box in the doesn’t belong column. Now it’s your turn to finish the last 
three boxes by moving them to the evidence column if they belong with evidence or 
to the doesn’t belong column if they don’t belong with evidence. Ready? Get to work 
on your turn!

57
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Mrs. Smart: 
Get ready for Silly Sentences!
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60
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Mrs. Smart: 
Every time  you learn new vocabulary, you learn how to better answer your teacher’s 
questions because you will understand more of the words in her questions. Let’s 
practice how we can think about questions your teacher may ask with everyone’s 
favorite game! That’s right! It’s time for “If your teacher saaaaaaaaays……!”
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Mrs. Smart:
Now that you have learned the meaning of the word evidence, you will be able to 
answer questions from your teacher about evidence in the stories you read. If your 
teacher saaaaaaaaays…”find the evidence in this story?” 

Instructional Trial T.1
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Mrs. Smart:
You can replace the word evidence with “words in the story that back up my answer”. 

Instructional Trial T.1
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Mrs. Smart:
Now that you can answer your teachers questions…Let’s read and try it out. 
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Mrs. Smart:
How old is Sally? Show the evidence. Now I will read the sentences and look for the 
evidence, or the words in the story that back up my answer. Follow along as I read 
this sentence. [read] 

I see the evidence for the answer. I will highlight the evidence in the story. The 
evidence is…..
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Mrs. Smart:
7 years old! That is the answer to the question, so this is my evidence, because It says 
right here in the story how old Sally is so those are the words in the story that back 
up my answer, that is the evidence!
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Mrs. Smart:
I will read and answer the question…why did Jenna’s mom hand her a towel? Show 
the evidence. Now I will read the sentences and look for the evidence, or the words 
in the story that back up my answer. Follow along as I read the sentences. [read] 

I see the evidence to the answer. I will highlight the evidence in the story. The 
evidence is…..
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Mrs. Smart:
Because she was dripping wet after playing in the sprinkler. That is the answer to the 
question so this is my evidence because these are the words in the story that back-up 
my answer, I found my evidence!

70
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Hey Vocabulators, Coach here. Just making sure you’re reading all answer choices, 
and trying your hardest. Don’t forget, you get gold bars for getting answers right the 
first time.  Go get ‘em!
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Mrs. Smart:
To be expert vocabulators, we need to know lots of words but we also need to know
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….how our new words can go together with other words. 
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Mrs. Smart:
To figure out how words go together, we have to think about what they mean
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… and what kind of words they are to help us keep them organized in our brains so 
we can be

77



…super star vocabulators!
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Mrs. Smart:
Our Put it Together game is a little bit different today. You have been doing such a 
good job that I am going to give you a challenge! Look at this sentence and put it 
together. We drag our vocabulary words into the blanks and make a whole sentence. 
Get ready, let’s PUT IT TOGETHER and make a sentence. I will do the first one. Look in 
the blank to find the blank.
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Mrs. Smart:
Let’s see……… Look in the evidence to find the paragraph. Is that it? DOPE (Homer 
voice), that’s not it. 
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Mrs. Smart:
This is tricky.  I’ll try again….
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Mrs. Smart:
Look in the paragraph to find the evidence! That makes sense. Paragraphs are made 
of sentences, so I can look in those sentences to find evidence or the words that I 
need in a story to back up my answer. Hot potato! Now it’s your turn!
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Hi Vocabulators. Coach here.  Now it’s time to see how well you did.  
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Open your vocabulator workbook to your progress chart.  Write down your score,

Aaaaand, go!
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Mrs. Smart: 
Congratulations! You have learned the word evidence. You made that look as easy as 
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Mrs. Smart: 
….. pie! Stay tuned! Next you will learn more about words to help you with reading! 
Now get to it! Move on to the next lesson right now if you have time. If time is up, 
put away your vocabulary log and come back soon! 
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Part 1A
EVIDENCE quiz



Activity~ 1A_1093_Q_EVIDENCE_SCD_FB

Fill in the blanks to complete the definition:

evidence: ________ in the story that __________

when back up my answer make me laughwords

Check Answer

Instructional Trial T.1
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Activity~ 1A_1094_Q_EVIDENCE_TS_FB

If your teacher asks you the following question, which words would you use to replace the underlined word?

Find the evidence in this story.

Find the _________ that __________ in this story.

words place people and placeslast

Check Answer

back up my answer fix
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Read the passage and highlight to answer the question.

Check Answer

Activity~ 1A_1095_Q_EVIDENCE_A2T_HL+

Sam is a boy with short, black hair and brown eyes.  He is in the 3rd grade.  He loves 

math and computers.

What grade is Sam in?  Highlight the sentence that shows the evidence.

Answer:  He is in the 3rd grade.
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Read the passage and highlight to answer the question.

Check Answer

Activity~ 1A_1096_Q_EVIDENCE_A2T_HL+

Ann is wearing a green shirt and her friend Jenny is wearing a yellow shirt.

What color is Jenny’s shirt?  Show the evidence.

Minimum answer: yellow
Maximum answer: Jenny is wearing a yellow shirt
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Activity~ 1A_1097_Q_EVIDENCE_OE_OE

When you need to find words to back up your answer, you look 
for ____________.

Submit Answer

Read the question and type the missing word.
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Activity~ 1A_1098_Q_EVIDENCE_TW_MC

Evidence means

words that back up my answer.

words in a dictionary.

words that end the story

Check Answer

Choose the correct answer.
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Activity~ 1A_1099_Q_EVIDENCE_CR_MC

Characters are

stories that are not real.

information in the text.

people or animals a story is about.

Check Answer

Choose the correct answer.
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Activity~ 1A_1100_Q_EVIDENCE_CR_MC

A setting is

stories that are not real.

when and where a story takes place.

people or animals a story is about.

Check Answer

Choose the correct answer.
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Hi Vocabulators. Coach here.  Now it’s time to see how well you did.  
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Open your vocabulator workbook to your progress chart.  Write down your score,

Aaaaand, go!
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